Repeated radial velocities have been measured for a sample of 10 subgiant CH (sgCH) stars over a period of ∼15 years. Long-term velocity variations are exhibited by all but one star, and spectroscopic orbits have been calculated for six of them. The periods are long, ranging from 876 to 4144 days. The distribution of eccentricities and mass functions for sgCH star orbits are similar to those for giant barium and CH stars, exhibiting significant orbital dissipation relative to normal late-type binaries. It is concluded that all sgCH stars are binaries, and like the barium and CH stars, they have had mass transferred from a former asymptotic giant-branch star.
Introduction
From examination of objective prism spectra, Bond (1974) discovered a class of G-type stars with enhanced features of CH and s process elements in their spectra, and with absolute magnitudes placing them near and above the main sequence. With relatively high velocities and weak metal lines, they appeared to be Population II objects and they were referred as subgiant CH (sgCH) stars, because he suggested that they would eventually become classical CH stars when they evolved away from the main sequence and up the giant branch. McClure (1984a has reviewed status of the barium, CH and related stars, including the sgCH stars. Abundance analyses have been done by Sneden and Bond (1976) , Luck and Bond (1982) , Sneden (1983) , Krishnaswamy and Sneden (1985) , Smith and Lambert (1986) , Luck and Bond (1991) , and Smith Coleman and Lambert (1993) . These analyses of a larger sample of stars indicated that most sgCH stars are moderately metal deficient with [Fe/H] = −0.1 to −0.8, and with s process enhancements similar to the barium stars. The classical CH stars have higher overabundances of the heavy s process elements (Ba through Sm), and C 2 bands (indicating C/O > 1) which are lacking in the sgCH stars. The velocities of most of the sgCH stars are also moderate, being more like the old disk than the halo. The essential conclusion of these papers is that despite the name which was originally assigned to them, the sgCH stars are probably the progenitors of moderately metal-deficient barium stars rather than the halo CH stars themselves. A low Li abundance in the sgCH stars was thought to be a problem with their role as progenitors of the barium or CH stars as pointed out by Smith and Lambert (1986) , but Lambert, Smith and Heath (1993) have dismissed this as being due to contamination of the Li line by an unidentified line.
The terminology for the sgCH stars has become confusing as a result of the findings of only moderate metal-deficiency. They tend to be referred to in the literature as "dwarf barium stars" ( e.g. Boffin 1992, North, Jorissen and Mayor 1996) , and overlap with stars referred to as "F Str λ4077" stars (North and Duquennoy 1991) . Han et al. (1995) refer to "pre-Ba/CH" stars which undoubtedly includes the sgCH stars.
Regardless of their role as progenitors of the barium stars or of the CH stars, the frequency of binaries among the sgCH stars is of very significant interest. Both the barium and CH stars have been shown to be long period binaries, and their peculiar abundances are likely the result of mass transfer from a former asymptotic giant-branch (AGB) star whose atmosphere has been contaminated from products of helium shell-flashing (McClure, Fletcher and Nemec 1980; McClure 1983; McClure 1984b; Jorissen and Mayor 1988; Webbink 1986; McClure and Woodsworth 1990) . Smith and Demarque (1980) first suggested that the sgCH stars may be mass-transfer binaries since they found it impossible to explain them by internal mixing of helium core-flash material. A program was begun by the present author, therefore, in the early 1980's, to monitor radial velocities of sgCH stars. Some very preliminary results from this program have been mentioned in the literature (McClure , 1989 ) indicating a high binary frequency, and Luck and Bond (1991) also observed several sgCH stars which appeared to exhibit variable velocity. As a result, most authors have assumed over the last few years that all sgCH stars are binaries. The evidence from these preliminary data, however, is somewhat meager. The present paper presents more complete velocity data for this sample of stars, and sets the binary frequency for the sgCH stars on a firm basis. Results of similar velocity monitoring of sgCH stars has recently been mentioned in a conference paper presented by North, Jorissen, and Mayor (1996) .
Radial Velocity Observations
The radial-velocity observations were made at the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory in Victoria, using the radial-velocity spectrometer at the coudé focus of the 1.2 meter telescope. See Fletcher et al. (1982) and McClure et al. (1985) for a description of the instrument. It is capable of a precision of about ±0.3 km s −1 , although with the limited integration time for each observation, the observational error for the sgCH stars is closer to double that value. The stellar sample was taken from Bond (1974) , supplemented by a few stars from Bond (private communication) that were analyzed later by Luck and Bond (1991) . One of these, HD122202, is representative of an earlier class of mid F-type stars with strong Sr, discussed by Bidelman (1981) , and more recently by North and Duquennoy (1991) . They were referred to by these authors as F str λ4077 stars, but they are almost certainly just earlier examples of G-type sgCH stars.
For most of the stars in this sample Luck and Bond (1991) list radial velocities measured from the same coudé plates from which they analyzed abundances. These velocities are of comparable precision and can be combined with the present data after a small systematic velocity shift of −0.8 km s −1 (see below). The radial-velocities and Julian dates (−2400000 days) for each sgCH star are listed in Table 1 . Those few entries with Julian dates earlier than 2444000 and marked with an asterisk are from Luck and Bond (1991) .
The velocity data are plotted versus Julian date in the upper part of Figure 1 . The time span exhibited in these plots is nearly 25 years. Considering that the errors of velocities are approximately the size of the plotted symbols, it is apparent that at least eight of the ten stars exhibit velocity variations representative of long-term binary motion. One further star HD 4395 exhibits some evidence of variable velocity, although the amplitude is small, and no convincing binary orbit could be calculated. The binary frequency is consistent, therefore, with all sgCH stars being binaries, with orbits viewed at random orientations. Luck and Bond (1991) also suggested that three of their stars are velocity variables, although one of these, HD 88446, is the one star in the present analysis that does not appear to exhibit long term variations.
Binary Star Orbits
Orbits have been computed for six of the ten sgCH stars, although for those for which the period is comparable to the time span of the observations the orbits should be considered somewhat preliminary. Because the velocity variations for the sgCH stars are very small, one must be careful about systematic differences when combining data from a different program and different instruments. See the discussion, for example, on standard-velocity zero-pints by IAU Commission 30 (Andersen 1990 ), where uncertainties approaching 1 km s −1 are discussed. The orbits were first calculated, therefore, using only the data from the present set of observations, giving the velocities from Luck and Bond (1991) zero weight. Residuals from the velocity curves for their observations were calculated and a systematic difference of +0.85 km s −1 was found with a mean error of ±0.38 km s −1 . The apparently constant velocity star HD 88446 also gives a similar positive error (+1.18 km s −1 ) with respect to the present data for that star, although this residual was not included in the average because a long term variation for the star cannot be ruled out. The Luck and Bond data were all shifted by −0.8 km s −1 , therefore, and the orbits were calculated again, giving all observations unit weight. The resulting average residual for the Luck and Bond data from the final orbital calculations is +0.04 ± 0.15 km s −1 . The orbital elements for the six stars are listed in Table 2 . The velocities as a function of phase, resulting from these solutions are plotted in the lower part of Figure  1 , and phases and residuals from the orbital curves are listed for the individual observations in Table 1 .
Orbit calculations were attempted for one further star HD 182274, but a unique orbit could not be determined. An orbit with low eccentricity and a period of 8000 days or more is possible, but the amplitude and period are uncertain. It is also possible that the orbit might have very high eccentricity, with the maximum velocity occurring immediately before the present observations were begun, but it could be several more years before this could be confirmed or ruled out.
The cumulative distribution of eccentricities and mass functions are shown in Figure 2 for the sgCH stars along with similar distributions for the barium and CH stars and for normal K giants; the latter distributions are taken from McClure and Woodsworth (1990) . In both the eccentricity and mass functions, the sgCH star distributions lie between those for the barium and CH stars. Relative to normal K giants there is evidence, from the lower eccentricities, for orbital dissipation in the sgCH sample, and also for a much more homogeneous distribution of mass functions. McClure and Woodsworth (1990) showed that the barium and CH star mass-function distributions could be modeled with stars of approximately uniform secondary mass, whereas that for K giants required a large range in mass. They found, assuming reasonable masses for the barium and CH primaries, that in both cases the secondary masses are near 0.6 solar masses, typical of white dwarfs. The same must be true for the sgCH stars, given that their mass functions are so similar to those of the barium stars. The distributions exhibited in Figure 2 lend support to the suggestion of Luck and Bond (1991) based on chemical abundances, that the sgCH stars may be precursors to a moderately metal-poor population of giant barium stars. The orbital dissipation supports the hypothesis that these stars have undergone mass exchange.
Summary
Radial velocity measurements over the last ∼ 15 years, have shown that the sgCH stars are likely all binaries. A similar conclusion has recently been suggested in a conference paper by North, Jorissen and Mayor (1996) , who have found a high binary frequency among what they refer to as barium dwarfs, which include sgCH stars as well as earlier F-type stars with strong lines of s process elements. The orbital eccentricities and mass functions for sgCH stars are distributed in a very similar way to those of the barium and CH stars. It is likely that the sgCH stars are precursors to the barium stars as suggested by Luck and Bond (1991) , their peculiar abundances being derived from mass transfer of material contaminated through helium shell-flashing in an AGB star that has since evolved to become an unseen white-dwarf.
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